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THE DROPZONE
MOSQUITO BITES
By former Carpetbagger Navigator, Marvin Edwards
A wooden plane, a top-secret mission and my part in the fall of Nazi Germany
Firstly (from John Harding) a few details about "The Wooden Wonder" - the
De Havilland D.H.98 Mosquito.
It flew for the first time on November
25th,1940, less than 11 months after
the start of design work. It was the
world's fastest operational aircraft, a
distinction it held for the next two and a
half years. The prototype was built secretly in a small hangar at Salisbury
Hall near St.Albans in Hertfordshire
where it is still in existence.
With its two Rolls Royce Merlin engines it was developed into a fighter
and fighter-bomber, a night fighter, a
bomber (capable of carrying a 4,000 lb.
bomb), a PR (photographic reconnaissance) machine and lastly into trainer
and target tug versions. The total number built was 7,659 including 1,246 in
Australia and Canada. Maximum speed
was around 400 m.p.h. The last RAF
Mosquito sortie in Britain was on May
30th,1952. None are left flying in the
world to-day although it is planned to fly
one in Canada shortly.
Now, back to Marvin’s story…….
Prior to taking off on the “Red Stocking” mission to Munich, the pilot, the
OSS agent and I were given a special
briefing. The base commander and
OSS officials outlined the flight plan we
were to follow, including the rendezvous point and the various altitudes we
were to fly. Then the base meteorologist advised us on the route’s weather
forecast : temperature, wind speed and
direction, icing conditions and visibility.
The small Mossie cockpit had just
enough room for the pilot and navigator. Though we pushed the wooden
plane to its limits, the ride wasn’t all
that uncomfortable, especially when

compared to the B-24. While the B24’s engines emitted a deafening roar,
the Mossie’s two Rolls Royce engines
seemed to purr by comparison. Although we had to wear oxygen masks
due to the altitude of the Mossie’s
flight, we didn’t have to don the
heated suits and gloves that were
standard for the B-24 flights. Despite
the deadly cold outside, heat piped in
from the engines kept the Mossie’s
cockpit at a comfortable temperature.
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Only a handful of American pilots
flew in the Mossie. Those who did had
some initial problems that required
practice to correct. Most American
twin engined aircraft had propellers
that spun in opposite directions. On
the Mosquito they rotated in the same
direction. (resulting in a swing to one
side on take-off and landing).
While cockpit conditions were acceptable for the pilot and navigator,
the same could not be said for the
OSS radio operator stationed in the
fuselage. He worked in a crawl space
with little heat, making his life on the
flight quite miserable.
We later
learned that the Mossie wasn’t designed to carry people and equipment.
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Radar navigational equipment was key to finding
the rendezvous area where the Joe on the ground
was located. Upon leaving England we used a British developed system called “Gee” (see the article in
our previous issue of “The Dropzone”, Ed.) that allowed me to fix the plane’s position even in the
black of night. The “Gee” measured the relative
time it took radio impulses emanating from the towers located in different parts of Britain to reach the
plane. It was extremely accurate flying over Britain
and France, but less satisfactory over Germany.
The United States needed a longer-range system
for the war in the Pacific where distances were far
greater than in the European Theatre. To meet this
need, a system called “Loran” – short for Long
Range Aid to Navigation – was developed. Our
Mosquito was equipped with Loran that used a series of synchronised signals (several “slaves” and
one “master”), which I charted on an oscilloscope. It
took about two minutes for me to determine our location using Loran.
As the navigator, I was responsible for getting the
aircraft to the rendezvous point. It was the OSS
agent’s job to direct us to the exact location of the
“Joe”, using a special directional antenna to locate
the spy on the ground. Once contact was established, I then had to keep the plane in an orbit not to
exceed 60 miles in diameter. The winds at 40,000
feet topped 100 mph that night, making it difficult for
us to hold our position. Even a temporary loss of
contact with the Joe on the ground could have compromised the mission, so I had to constantly instruct
the pilot to make repeated turns and corrections to
keep within the required distance.
Happily, we established contact and circled while
the OSS agent spoke with the Joe using the Joan
and Eleanor radio system.

The essential component of the Joan and Eleanor was a ground transmitter/receiver small
enough to be carried in the agent’s pocket. It was
invented by two RCA engineers, DeWitt R. Goddard and Lt. Cdr. Stephen H. Simpson. (The device was named after Joan Goddard and Lt. Cdr.
Simpson’s friend, Eleanor.)
The radio equipment was battery operated. The
Joan transmitter used by the agent on the ground
shot its signal skyward, where it was picked up by
the Eleanor receiver in the Mosquito. While the
transmission could be picked up across a 60 mile
circle at 40,000 feet, the signal cone narrowed to
just a couple of feet at ground level. Therefore,
the chance of the conversation being picked up by
German direction finders was almost nil. The conversation that took place that night was recorded
by the OSS operator on a wire spool.
Our jet-black Mosquito circled over enemy territory undetected for half an hour. When the OSS
agent gave us the signal, I plotted our return to
England. We landed at Harrington and turned
over the recorded conversation to OSS headquarters, which quickly passed it on to U.S. Military Intelligence officials. On a subsequent trip to OSS
headquarters in London, I learned that, thanks to
our Joe, OSS officials concluded that German
forces in Bavaria had no plans to continue to fight.
If the German General Staff agreed to capitulate,
the war would be over.
Less than a month after our mission, that’s exactly what happened.
Thanks go to Marvin Edwards for, what I think, is a
most interesting war-time memory – JH.
(A more detailed account appeared in the Mosquito Aircrew Association Newsletter, April 1997,
along with the photo)

Lt Webb Lt Smith Lt Kunz (Pilots)
Lt Kolacki, Lt Edwards (Navigators)
Harrington Spring 1945
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I Know You!
A story sent in by Dot Ringlesbach - wife of the
late Jack Ringlesbach
I've often heard that something that has happened
to you in the past may come back some day to
haunt you. Whither this is true or not has left me
wondering for a long time.
Jack and I flew to England back in 1993 - it doesn't seem possible that it has been that far back in
the past, however the date on old pictures and
printed programs say it is so. Anyway we had many
happy memories of the visit until the night before the
main event - the formal banquet. It goes something
like this.
I was in our room at the White Swan getting ready
for the evening after a day of riding on the bus and
seeing things. Jack decided he needed a drink and
wanted to visit with some of the fella's in the hospitality room. If truth be known, I think Jack felt as if a
break from our constant closeness would help. We
weren't used to being together 24 hours a day so I
encouraged him to go on and visit with any of the
men that had the same idea as he did and before he
left I asked him to bring a glass of wine back for me.
I went on with a short rest, a hot shower and getting dressed when he returned with the wine for me.
He was shaking like a leaf and white as a sheet. I
jumped up, put my arms around him and asked if he
was OK. Being a nurse I always looked on the dark
side of things and since we both were, as they say
getting on in years, I was concerned as I had never
seen him like this. I took the glass of wine, placed it
on the desk and led him to a chair when he began
to tell me what was wrong.

That did it. Yes, he admitted that he had been at
Harrington, but that had been 50 years ago. The
lady said " You used to come down to the Pub and
I worked there!" Again he agreed that he had gone
to the Pub, but as that was 50 years ago she
couldn't have worked there then, but she said
again she had worked there and yes, it had been
that long ago and she had aged some over the
years.
By this time he knew he had to get out of there
and back to the room where "sanity", as he put it
was to be found. He hurried back out of that room
and to our room and into my arms. I hugged him
and reassured him that he was OK and I was his
wife and we were having a great time and he could
show me all the places he had told me about so
often in the past.
Whatever the explanation, this really did happen
and he was so shook up when he entered the
room carrying a half full glass of wine that I gave
him another glass as well to calm him down.
After that Jack made sure to always have me by
his side so he could assure people I was his wife
and we were having a wonderful time reliving the
days of his past.
To his dying day he insisted he did not know the
woman and she couldn't have known him as she
looked so much younger than he then was.

The story goes like this: everything went well and
he enjoyed talking with a few of the guys in the hospitality room and enjoyed having a drink with them.
He decided he had better get back to the our room
as he wanted to freshen up a bit before dinner. He
decided not to go outdoors to get back to the room,
but to cut through another large room with the lights
on.
As he went into the room he noticed a waitress
setting up tables and asked if it was OK if he cut
through the room on his way back to our room.
Naturally she said yes and a conversation followed
about the weather, was his room satisfactory etc,
etc.
Then she suddenly said "I know you!" Jack informed her he didn't believe this was so as he wasn't from the area. She kept insisting that she knew
him, and what’s more, said she knew him when he
was stationed at Harrington!

Jack at the Reunion Dinner, 1993
(Is this the ‘haunted’ dining room?)

If anyone has any other mystery stories to tell, we
will be pleased to publish them. Ed.
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OBITUARY
COLIN J. BURCH
October 1920 – December 2007
It is with the deepest regret that we recently
learned of the death of Squadron Leader Colin
Burch who was the Officer Commanding, No.218
(SM) Squadron at Harrington 1959 - 1961.
Colin was born in Sheffield in October, 1920.
His RAF career started in April, 1941 when he was
sent to South Africa to train as a navigator. On his
return he joined No.75 Squadron, Bomber Command and he subsequently flew from 1943 to
1944 on operations over France and Germany including flying during the D-Day landings (No.75
Sqn were flying Stirlings in 1943 and began exchanging them for Lancasters in March,1944).
On completion of his operational tour he was
posted to RAF Desborough as an instructor where
he remained until the end of the war in Europe.
After the war he was in Transport Command and
was on the staff of Lord Mountbatten in India until
the division of India was completed. In 1948-1949
he took part in the Berlin Airlift and in 1951 was
posted to RAF Thorney Island as an instructor. He
went to RAF Halton in 1956 then to RAF Dishforth
in Yorkshire.

Colin recalled in his article “Memories of Harrington” that construction work was completed early in
1960 and vast amounts of missile equipment
started to arrive from the USA via North Luffenham
from where it was transported by road. After an
intense period of training and acceptance trials the
missiles were soon declared operational. A total of
five crews gave continuous cover, 24 hours a day
all the year round.
.
Colin spent two and a half years as Commanding Officer at Harrington and then became the
Training Officer for all five of the North Luffenham
Squadrons. In 1963 he moved from North Luffenham to RAF Aberporth in North Wales where he
had a change of missile. He worked with the Royal
Navy operating the Bloodhound ground to air missile.
His last posting was to RAF Topcliffe, Yorkshire,
as Liaison Officer from 1966 to 1969.
Colin passed away in early December last year,
and we offer our deepest sympathy to his wife
Esme, who lives in Macclesfield, Cheshire, and to
his family.
(Details compiled by John Harding)

In July 1959, whilst holding a Staff appointment
as “Cadet I” at No.64 Group Headquarters, RAF
Rufforth, York, he was appointed to command a
Ballistic Missile Site with its base at RAF North
Luffenham, a Bomber Command establishment in
Rutland. This was designated No.144 Squadron
and had five satellite IRBM sites under construction at Polebrook near Peterborough, Folkingham
near Bourne in Lincolnshire, Melton Mowbray in
Leicestershire, Harrington, and the fifth on the
main base at North Luffenham.
Later Bomber Command decided to designate
all the Thor Missile sites as individual squadrons,
each with their own distinctive number and motto.
In order to become familiar with ballistic missiles, and to some extent nuclear weapons, he attended the Empire Air Armaments College at RAF
Manby near Louth in Lincolnshire and upon graduating was informed that he was to command
No.218 (SM) Squadron at Harrington.
On completing training in the USA, first at Davis
Monthan USAF base near Tucson, Arizona, and
then at USAF base, Vandenberg in California,
where he launched his first Thor IRBM, he moved
into married quarters at North Luffenham together
with his wife and two daughters. He commuted
daily between North Luffenham and Harrington.

Sqn. Ldr. Colin J. Burch RAF
1920—2007
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Editorial
I start with an apology that relates to the article A
Small Mistake that was published in the DropZone
in April 2006.
In the article it was stated that on a mission to
drop supplies on DZ OSRIC 14A, the FitzPatrick
crew, having failed to receive any light signals from
that DZ returned to Harrington. The article then
went on to relate that next morning Lt. FitzPatrick
received a reprimand from his CO and was told to
go back that night and complete his mission.
Very recently this article was read on our web site
by James S. Sherwood, who happened to be the
navigator with Lt. FitzPatrick. He insists that although it is true that the drop was not made, it is
false to relate that Lt. FitzPatrick received a reprimand. James is adamant that no reprimand was
given.
When articles relating to war-time activities are
sent in for publication, we have no way of verifying
the details so we publish ‘in good faith’. If some
item or items are incorrect, we can only apologise to
those who may be offended, but we will continue to
print any similar articles that we receive.
This is the final paragraph of James’s letter. ‘I request that either the derogatory comments be expunged from the article or the article be removed in
its entirety. I think derogatory material, even if accurate, has no place in a publication such as the DropZone, especially when the articles are published
eons after the fact and when most of the participants are deceased and their families would have
no means of correcting the egregious error.’
As stated above, if we publish in good faith and
the article is subsequently proved to contain inaccuracies, we can only apologise to those who feel in
any way maligned. But we don’t know in what context the word ‘reprimand’ was used. If there was a
reprimand it is extremely unlikely that it was a disciplinary action, much more likely to be a comment
such as ‘you !!**!! fool’ and while respecting James’s
right to comment on the article, it is also fair to ask if
the navigator would really know what passed between the pilot and his Commanding Officer?
The official report of the missions flown to OSRIC
26B, Lt. McKee’s DZ, and OSRIC 14A, Lt. FitzPatrick’s DZ on the night of 28/29 May 1944, simply
states that the pilot who should have gone to OSRIC 14A was unable to find his point and returned to
base. Could there have been a mix-up in the telling
of this story after so many years, could it have been
Lt. McKee who received some form of reprimand

for dropping his supplies on OSRIC 14A? If
Norman Stoll reads this he may be able to tell us
more.
Whatever the true facts, the FitzPatrick crew
did return the next night to OSRIC 14A, but
while searching for the pinpoint were shot down
by a German night-fighter. We are pleased to
relate that all of them survived and that James
S. Sherwood is still with us.
………………………
The month of May was Museum and Galleries
Month and the Carpetbagger and Northampton
Aviation Society museums opened their doors
on the evenings of the 8th and the 22nd to the
general public for a free look around the exhibits. These evenings were a great success and
have resulted in repeat visits and extra group
bookings.
We have five bookings this year from the Secret War Weekend organisers. Clive Bassett,
accompanied by Harry Verlander, arrived with
the first group on Sunday 27th April, and again
on Sunday 13th July. There will be another
group in September.
On the 23rd June we entertained 60 Children
from Hall Meadow Primary School, Kettering,
and the following Monday we had 30 children
from Loatlands Primary School, Desborough.
An evening visit has been arranged in August
for 50 Scouts accompanied by 20 helpers and
we cordially invite all our members to come
along and join in the fun!
Roy Tebbutt and John Harding recently had
the pleasure of a visit to the Military Intelligence
Museum at Chicksands, near Bedford. They
spent a particularly interesting two hours there
and can thoroughly recommend a visit to any
other of our members who are interested. Security at the base is particularly tight and prior permission must be obtained in order to gain access. Full details from Roy or John.
It is too early yet to say what effect the everrising cost of petrol and diesel will have on museum attendance, but for the three months
March to May we had 776 paying visitors, 70
more than for the same period last year.
The years roll by ever quicker and by the time
you read this, Vera will probably have this year’s
menu for the Christmas Dinner; we’ll let you
know more later. In the meantime, we hope that
you all enjoy whatever the summer weather offers, and to all those who are going abroad, best
of luck! (Particularly, if you use Terminal 5).
F.W. ( John is on holiday).
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Valencay – The F Section Memorial
The 17th Anniversary Celebrations
Recounted by Clive Bassett

the 5th-6th May 1941. The Memorial was unveiled
by the then French Secretary of State for Veteran Affairs Andre Meric in the presence of Her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother.

On the 6th May this year I had the good fortune
to attend the 17th anniversary of the inauguration
of the memorial to the agents of F Section Special Operations Executive. This is a unique memorial and one that I had wanted to visit for some
time. Having attended the ceremonies it more
than lived up to my expectations and I would recommend those with SOE interests to make the
journey in future years.
Valencay is a small town and commune in the
Indre department in the Loire valley of France,
situated on a hillside overlooking the Nahon
River.
This year’s ceremony was honoured by the
presence of Her Royal Highness The Princess
Royal, Commander in Chief F.A.N.Y, and Patron
of the Special Forces Club. Many past members
of SOE and the French Resistance were also in
attendance.
The memorial was originally dedicated on the
6th May 1991, the 50th Anniversary of the dispatch
of the very first F Section Agent sent to France.
He was a wireless operator by the name of Georges Beque and he parachuted on the night of

Clive with Bob Malouibier
The concept for the Memorial originated from
the compiling of a roll of honour to those F Section Agents who had lost their lives, the need for
a suitable design, and its location. Valencay was
selected, “the hub of early F Section activity”, and
agreement reached with the local authorities for
the Memorials location.
The Memorial’s initial preliminary design was
drawn on a napkin in the Special Forces Club by
Elizabeth Lucas Harrison in the company of Pearl
Cornioley, formally Flight Officer Pearl Witherington W.A.A.F who had led the WRESTLER Circuit
in the Northern part of the Indre in 1944.
Pearl was greatly involved in the Memorial,
along with Paul Guerbois, who had been in the
Resistance working alongside Pearl’s WRESTLER Circuit
The inspired title chosen for the Memorial was
“Sprit of Partnership” and Elizabeth’s design was
for two columns, one black for the night and the
other white, the shining “Spirit of Resistance”.
Embraced by the two columns is the moon, the
symbol of the time period when clandestine Air
operations took place, especially the insertion of
Agents and supplies.

The F Section Memorial

At the base of the memorial are floodlights, set
in the pattern of the landing lights used by the reception committees in the shape of an “L”, as
used by Special Duty Hudson and Lysander Pilots.
Cont. on page 7
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Harry Verlander talking with two
members of the F.A.N.Y
A Postscript to this article: I was most fortunate
to have as one of my travelling companions, both
to and from Valencay, Elizabeth Lucas Harrison
M.B.E, who designed the Valencay Memorial. I listened to her accounts of her wartime experiences,
told in an exceptionally modest, understated and
factual manner, with both admiration and respect.
“Things came to me, I did not go looking for them”
she told me.

Elizabeth Harrison

To try to recount all that she mentioned would be
impossible and I will refer the reader to a most interesting website www.conscript-heroes.com then
the section headed Articles and go down the list
until you reach “Receipt for a dead Canary”. There
you will read some of the extraordinary events experienced by Elizabeth Harrison. As a direct consequence of meeting with Elizabeth I joined The
Escape Lines Memorial Society, with which she is
most involved. I will write about this most interesting society, also its connection with the Eden
Camp Museum, in a future article.

There are three stone plaques, near to the memorial, with the Roll of Honour of the F-Section Agents
who died for the Liberation of France; all of the 104
names are read out during the annual commemoration service.
Following the ceremonies, which included the laying
of wreaths and several fine speeches, a reception
with buffet luncheon was held at the magnificent
Chateau de Valencay. Of interest is the fact that
during the war the chateau provided a safe refuge
for many priceless works of art from the Louvre, including the Venus de Milo.
As the years pass by fewer SOE and Resistance
veterans will be present at this wonderful ceremony,
try to make the journey, an experience you will enjoy and long remember.

Princess Anne
with some of the dignitaries
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“BLUE ON BLUE” or SHOT DOWN BY
‘FRIENDLY’ FIRE
In the DZ published in autumn 2007 we related the
story of Flt.Sgt. P.H. Kilsby, formally of Daventry,
Northants., who lost his life while serving with 218
Sqdn. RAF. Roy came upon his name quite by
chance while researching aircraft lost on secret missions over Europe.
Once more something similar has happened, again
concerning an airman from Daventry, and again
someone having indirect links with Harrington. John
Harding researched and compiled this article.
We have heard in recent years of losses in Iraq due
to so called "friendly fire" but, thanks to Mr. Gerry
Thompson of Daventry who has been researching
names on the town’s War Memorial, I have been able
to find out something of the story of Flying Officer J.P.
Alcock and his activities during World War II. My
thanks also go to a relative of Gerry, Jo Taylor of
Northampton, who has helped with the translation
from original French documents and to Mr. Tom
O’Rafferty of Ontario, Canada for the excellent biography on his uncle, John Perry Alcock to whom this
story relates.
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in Yorkshire. Later he travelled to Canada and
then to Alabama U.S.A. for advanced flight training. He received his wings on the 5th August,1942 and was commissioned as Pilot Officer. Jack returned to England aboard the liner
Queen Mary and was later posted to No.5
(Pilots) Advanced Flying Unit at Ternhill, Shropshire for further flight training. He was then
based at Bodorgan on the Isle of Anglesey
where No.70 Group, Army Co-operation Command provided target towing facilities using
Lysanders, Henleys and Martinets.
He was later posted to Bircham Newton with
95 Squadron and then on the 9th January,1944
went to No.631 Squadron at Towyn, Wales. On
the 14th March,1944 he went to Farnborough for
a navigational course and was then posted to
No.161 Squadron at Tempsford in Bedfordshire
to commence his operational duties.
For the benefit of any reader who may not be
aware of the duties of No 161 Squadron, it was a
Special Duties squadron of the Royal Air Force
that carried out landings, mainly in France, ferrying secret agents to and from the Continent on
their intelligence and sabotage tasks for the Special Operations Executive (SOE). The Lysander
landings were carried out in farmers’ fields.

I was fortunate in being able to find some war-time
copies of “The Daventrian” (the magazine of Daventry
Grammar school) and in its Roll of Honour 1939 –
1945 there appeared the name of J.P. Alcock although, in fact, his name does not appear on the war
memorial. This fact alone was enough to make Gerry
start an investigation into what turns out to be an intriguing war time story relating to the S.O.E.
Flying Officer John Perry Alcock – 127192
Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve.
John Perry (Jack) Alcock was born on the 30th
June, 1913 and lived near to Banbury. The family
moved to Daventry where he was educated at the
Grammar School there and later at Salesian College,
Battersea, London.
He married Dosie Margaret
Harper of Stevenage on the 30th November, 1942 at
Holy Trinity Church, Paddington, London and at that
time Jack was twenty nine years of age. On December 2nd,1943 they had their only child, a daughter but
unfortunately, some months later, she developed infantile eczema and bronchial pneumonia and she died
in hospital on the 17th July,1944.
Jack started his military career on the 24th October,
1932 when he became a Guardsman and remained
with the Guards until 23rd October,1936 when he left
the army to become a policeman in civilian life. Following the outbreak of war he was mobilised and
transferred to the Royal Air Force and did his Elementary Flying Training at 4 E.F.T.S Brough, near Hull

Flying Officer John Perry Alcock

Cont. on page 9
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Agents trained in Britain for the task, carefully selected the fields to be used which were then photographed from the air and approved for use by the
R.A.F.
F/O Alcock’s first operational sortie was
“Operation ORGANIST”, a double Lysander sortie
to a target field in France, on the evening of the
30th April,1944. The two pilots involved in this operation were F/O J.P. Alcock flying Westland Lysander IIIa V9748 (Coded
JR-D) F/Lt R. Large
flying Westland Lysander IIIa V9490 (Coded JRN). r Hercule.
Both planes departed from RAF Tangmere at
2230 hours. R.A.F. base Tangmere, about 4 miles
east of Chichester in Sussex, was used by No.161
Squadron as a forward base during the moon periods since in was so much nearer than Tempsford
to their target areas in France.
On board F/O Alcock’s plane were two agents
and one package whilst on board F/Lt Large’s
plane were one agent and five packages. The target field in France, code named HERCULE, for
both planes was 13.5 Km SSW of Chateauroux in
the district of Indre. The alternative field, code
named FORTUNE, was 15KM SSW of Chateauroux.
Special instructions for the operation stated that
the flare path was to be laid on Fortune if wind direction was unsuitable for Hercule. The reception
committee was due to stand by at the target field
between 2230 and 0130 hours. Recognition letters
air to ground were AD and ground to air were BN.
F/Lt Large made the first landing on the target
field at 0135 and F/O Alcock landed at 0145. F/O
Alcock’s passengers on the return trip were

Philippe Liewer (“Charles Staunton”) and a second
agent, name unknown. F/Lt Large’s passenger on
the return trip was Violette Szabo.
Both Liewer and Szabo were SOE agents who
had gone to France on the night of 5th April, 1944,
being parachuted from a Liberator from Harrington
that had flown to Tempsford to pick them up. On
the return journey both Lysanders came under fire
from the ground near Chateaudun. One of the
tyres on F/Lt Large’s aircraft was punctured by flak,
causing it to ground loop as it landed at
Tempsford.
Bob Large recalls that he threw off his helmet
and jumped out. He solicitously approached his
passenger and was received with great hostility
and a brandished umbrella. She thought they had
crash-landed in hostile territory and that he was a
German. “The lady” must have been Violette
Szabo. Alcock’s propeller was holed but no injuries were reported.
F/Lt Large landed at
Tempsford at 0505 and F/O Alcock landed at
0510.
Both Philippe Liewer and Violette Szabo were
considerable figures in the history of the Resistance and both returned to France on the night of
7/8 June 1944, again parachuting, this time from
B24D Liberator 42-40538K from Harrington that
had again flown to Tempsford to collect them. The
dropping zone was in the village of Sussac, thirty
miles to the south-west of Limoges. The Germans
captured Violette Szabo a few days later as she
and other agents approached the village of Salonla-Tour. Violette was executed at Ravensbruck
Concentration Camp in January,1945 together with
SOE agents Denise Bloch and Liliam Rolfe.
Lysander “A” Flight, including F/O Alcock and
eight other pilots departed from Tempsford on July
29th, 1944 and flew to RAF Winkleigh, Devon.
RAF Winkleigh, near Exeter, was used as a forward base for operations during August,1944.
Tangmere, the normal forward base, was too close
to the Normandy beachhead and the area of
France already liberated.
F/O Alcock’s second operation was Operation
PIROGUE, a double Lysander sortie to a target
field in France on the evening of the 4th August,
1944. The two pilots involved were : F/O J.P. Alcock flying Westland Lysander IIIa V9748 (Coded
JR-D) and F/O Peter Arkell flying Westland Lysander IIIa V9490 (Coded JR-N) These were the
same two Lysanders that were used on Jack Alcock’s first sortie. On board Alcock’s aircraft was
French Resistance Agent Lucien Germereau of
Resceau Ecarlate (Scarlet Network).

Lysander with F/O Alcock and others
Cont. on page 10
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Both aircraft departed RAF Winkleigh, Devon, at
2100 on the 4th August, 1944
Later that evening, at 2150 hours, a Mosquito night
fighter from No.410 Squadron with a Canadian crew,
took off from RAF Colerne in Wiltshire and was directed to a target over France by Tailcoat G.C.I
(Radar System operating in Britain). The target
turned out to be the Lysander piloted by F/O Alcock.
At 0030 hours on August 5th the Mosquito crew
made visual contact with the Lysander and, expecting a normal chase, they closed in rapidly from the
port side only to overshoot almost immediately. The
Mosquito then orbited and regained contact with the
Lysander on the starboard side, this time with flaps
down and with an airspeed of 130 m.p.h.
The Mosquito pilot, F/Lt W.G.Dinsdale followed his
target for approximately 25 miles, all the while attempting to identify the target he had intercepted.
He then fired two bursts from 400 ft at the Lysander
believing it to be a Luftwaffe Henschel Hs 126 (a
type not unlike the Lysander in appearance). F/O
Alcock’s plane exploded and crashed in flames approximately one kilometre from the town of Messac
in Brittany. Jack Alcock and his passenger were
both killed.
In his report F/Lt Dinsdale stated that he had great
difficulty in identifying the aircraft that he intercepted.

He did note that it carried a long range fuel tank
between the undercarriage legs, but he could see
no national markings.
The tags he was wearing identified F/O Alcock.
His funeral took place the next day at 1830 on the
6th August 1944 at Messac’s Parish Church. The
documents he was carrying identified Agent
Lucien Germereau as Lucien Pradier, this being
his cover name. He was buried next to Jack as
Lucien Pradier.
F/Lt Arkell, in his Lysander, flying some distance behind F/O Alcock , saw a ball of fire in the
night sky ahead of him and was told upon landing
at the target field at 0230 hours that F/O Alcock
had not arrived. He returned to RAF Winkleigh at
0550 hours on the 5th August, 1944 with two men
and a girl.
On the night Jack Alcock was killed, a total of
five Lysanders left Winkleigh for various destinations in France and all the aircraft except Jack’s,
returned safely. The next night 5/6th August two
more Lysander operations were undertaken and
one Lysander landed on exactly the same field in
Vatan that F/Lt Arkell had landed on the night before. On the night of 7/8th August the last Lysander operation from England to France was undertaken, that was operation GENISTA which failed
due to bad visibility.
Other Special Duties aircraft were shot down by
our own night fighters. On the night of the 20/21st
March,1945, for example, three Hudsons were
shot down over France by our night fighters,
prompting the remark from Hugh Verity, in his
book We landed by Moonlight “There is some
doubt which side they were on”. Verity continues
“It has distressed me to find reports of pick-up pilots and Hudson crews (though the latter were
not on pick-up operations at the time) being shot
down over France by Allied fighters who were
“intruding” over enemy territory. As a former night
fighter pilot myself I can well appreciate how these
tragedies might have happened. Aircraft recognition at night is not easy”.
It is not known who made the initial connection between the Mosquito pilot’s report and the
loss of the Lysander. What is known is that a
Court of Inquiry was held and as a result of that
inquiry the claim made by the Mosquito pilot was
not administered. It is known that entries in both
161 Squadron and 410 Squadron Operational Record Books point to the Lysander having been
shot down by the Mosquito. . F/Lt Arkell , the accompanying Lysander pilot, was later asked if he
could shed any light on the Mosquito story but his

Lucien Guermereau

Cont. on page 11
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only comment was that it was a dark night and all he
saw was a ball of fire in the night sky ahead of him.
To finalise the story – Lucien Germereau, the
French Resistance Agent was Director of the Chateauroux sector of the Resceau Ecarlate (Scarlet network) and was returning to France after a visit to London. He had travelled to England on the night of the
8th July,1944 as one of the passengers of operation
PALAIS. When found in the wreckage he was carrying identity card No.316 issued on the 28th September,1943 to a Lucien Pradier with the place of birth as
Cherbourg. From enquiries made by the rector of
Messac no one of that name was known at Cherbourg and it was assumed by the rector that Pradier
was the cover name used by Germereau in his work
for the French Resistance.

noise of an aeroplane was heard in the northeast. It was flying at a low altitude and was followed by another aeroplane. The bullets began
to whistle. A big noise was heard and a bright
light lit up the sky. At about 300 metres away
the debris was burning. The family went to see
if they could help, there was a dismal cry in the
night. Suddenly the (following) aeroplane came
back and machine gunned the wreck. Louis Hinot tried to search the wreckage with the help of
his stick.
Madeleine ran towards a bizarre form that she
saw from afar. To her horror she discovered the
pilot, the body lying face down. In his hand he
held a fire extinguisher. Later she found another
body some 400 meters away. This man was
wearing civilian clothes and the body was later
covered with branches. After proceeding with
an inventory, two coffins were brought to the
farm and the two men were buried in a communal grave the following day.
The English pilot was soon identified as John
Perry Alcock. Papers indicated that the other
person was Lucien Prodier, born 19th June,
1907 in Cherbourg but it was not until 1946, following the publication of a photo in a journal that
his identity was established as Lucien Germereau. The truth was kept from the family and
it was not until September 2006 that his three
daughters came to Messac – they had learned
for the first time how their father had lost his
life – they had previously been advised by the
Secret Services that he was “Lost at Sea”.

Bibliography.
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The Grave of J.P.Alcock

Mrs. J. Taylor, Northampton. Translation from
original French documentation.

As a post-script to the above story I have obtained a
translation of personal comments made by local
French people who were close to the crash site at the
time. Owing to the length of these reports it is not
possible to reproduce them in full but some extracts
might be interesting, they read as follows :-

We would like to thank John and all those who
have contributed to this article for uncovering
the story of one of world War Two’s many unsung heroes who gave their lives selflessly.

It was a dark nigh, around 10p.m. Suddenly the
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Keith Taylor remembers
The Berlin Airlift 1948—1949
Sixty years ago, on the 23rd June 1948, the Soviet Union suddenly closed down all the road, rail
and waterways that linked the free part of Berlin
to Western Germany ‘because of technical difficulties’ was the excuse given in a teleprinter communique.
The reply to this blockade from the Western
Powers resulted in the largest airlift the world has
ever seen. This operation went from strength to
strength, driven by sheer determination and enthusiasm of the pilots, navigators, wireless operators, ground staff, air traffic controllers, the thousands of men and women volunteers and all the
transport workers. The Russians had severely
underestimated all this energy and determination,
and they finally lifted in the blockade at 00:01 hrs
12th of May 1949.
The airlift had succeeded, against all the odds,
but it had been costly. Not only In monetary
terms but in loss of lives as well. 39 British and
31 US aircrews were lost, and nine civilians died.
The monetary cost to the United Kingdom was
£17 million, to the USA $350 million, and to the
Germans 150 million Deutschmarks.
On the 31st of March 1948, the Soviets had issued an order concerning the transport of personnel and their luggage on military trains to and
from West Germany and Berlin. This order stated
that these trains and their passengers could not
be cleared unless a permit had been issued by
the Soviet Commander in Berlin.
The two military Commanders-in-chief in Berlin,
General Lucius D. Clay, Commander-in-Chief of
the US forces in Europe, and Military Governor of
the Americans Zone in Berlin, and General Sir
Brian H. Robertson, British Commander in Chief
in Germany, and Military Governor of the British
Zone in Berlin, decided to challenge the Soviet
orders. General Clay had the support of his superiors and he ordered that troops should guard
the trains and prevent the Soviets from entering
them.
Three military trains entered the Soviet Zone
during the evening of Monday 31st March, but
one officer allowed the Soviets to board his train
and was then given permission to enter Berlin.
The two other trains were shunted into a siding
and the following morning they were backed out
and returned to the US Zone. When the same
happened to two British military trains Gen. Clay
had had enough. He cancelled all military trains in
and out of Berlin and organised an airlift, known
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as the ‘little lift‘ that lasted about a week. It consisted
of 24 Douglas C-47 Dakotas, which are airlifted about
300 tones (305 tonnes) of supplies for the Military
garrison in Berlin. But there was no provision to provide anything for the civil population. The Russians
eased their restrictions somewhat on the 10th April,
but continue to disrupt traffic on rail, road and waterways during the next two and a half months.
On the fifth of April, a fatal accident happened in
the air corridor to Berlin when a Russian YAK-3
fighter plane that had been buzzing a British European Airways Vickers Viking G-AIVP, collided headon with it, killing the Russian pilot, the crew of the Viking, and fourteen passengers, including two Americans. The Russians then blamed the Viking crew for
violating safety regulations.
During April and May there was an increase in the
number of incidents disrupting road, rail, and waterways traffic into Berlin, and between the 1st and 4th
of June several mail trains were held up at the border. On the 15th of June, the Russians closed the
bridge carrying the autobahn over the river Elbe at
Magdeburg, and on 23rd June all the lights went out
in Berlin when the Russians shut down the huge
power station at Golpa-Zschoreneitz.
Around this time, they also took control of a train
using troops armed with rifles, the train being connected to a Soviet engine and sent back to Helmstadt. By now it was obvious it that the Soviet authorities intended to isolate Berlin by cutting of power
and food supplies, closing down the transport systems, and therefore breaking the will and morale of
the people.
After seeking advice General Lucious D Clay ordered the start of what was to become The Berlin Airlift. Actually, the idea of an airlift was thought up by a
Senior Royal Air Force Officer, Air Commodore R.N.
Waite, Director Air Branch, with the British Control
Commission in Berlin. Waite had earlier proposed a
plan to Major General Herbert, Commander of the
British sector and Berlin, who said it was out of the
question.
Air Commodore Waite went back to his desk and
his slide rule and revised the cargo priorities and load
factors of the aircraft. He returned to Gen. Herbert
the following day and asked to see Gen. Brian
Robertson who had his doubts, but agreed to show
the plan to General Clay. The General was very an
enthusiastic about it and ordered Gen. Curtis Le May
to supply 100 Douglas C47 aircraft for the start of the
airlift.
The original target was 700 tons a day, but this
amount proved to be well below that needed to sustain 2 1/2 million civilians and the large numbers of
military personnel.
Cont. on page 13
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At that time no one would have believed that by the
27th of April 1949 the figure would have risen to
9,120 tons a day.
On the 26th of June, the airlift began. 32 flights by
USAFE (E for Europe) C47 Dakotas carried 80 tones
of supplies from Wiesbaden to Tempelhof in what the
US called Operation Vittles. Back in the Britain, RAF
crews who were getting ready for demob were told
that their service was to be extended by six months.
The French, although willing to help, only had three
JU-52/3 M, plus a few Dakotas and B-17 Fortresses,
that they could use for transportation purposes.
The British Foreign Secretary, Ernest Bevin, obtained permission to base in Britain Boeing B-29 Superfortresses just in case the volatile situation turned
nasty. In fact, this is the nearest we came to World
War Three until the Cuban crisis of 1962.
The RAF Transport Command, after receiving orders from the Air Ministry, started what was to become their largest and most important air operation
ever to take place in peacetime. This was given the
code name Operation Knicker, but was later changed
to Carter Paterson and changed yet again on the
19th July, to Plainfare.
RAF Dakotas from number 46, 53, 77 and 238
squadrons, and Dakotas from number 240 Operational Conversion Unit (OCU) arrived at Wunstorf,
followed by Avro Yorks and the brand-new Handley
Page Hastings of numbers 47 and 259 squadrons.
By July 10th, 54 four-engined American C-54’s arrived along with Short Sunderland’s of numbers 201,
230, and 235 OCU squadrons, and these aircraft
were later joined by Civil Hythes of Aquila Airways.

The Sunderland flying boats operated from
Finkenwerder, Hamburg, on the River Elbe, to
Harvel Lake, Berlin. As flying boats normally operated from the sea, they all had anti-salt corrosion treatment that made them ideal for transporting salt, of which Berlin needed 38 tons daily.
In addition to salt, they also carried 4,500 tons of
food into Berlin and flew out 1,113 children in
over 1000 sorties. Using the UKW amphibious
vehicles and barges for unloading, the average
turnaround times were 20 minutes at Hamburg
and 12 minutes at Harvel Lake. The flying boats
were removed from the airlift on the 15th of December 1948 due to the threat of ice on Harvel
Lake.
Due to the extreme conditions created in Berlin
by the lack of power and heating, more than
50,000 adults and 17,000 children were flown out
to the western zone. The pilots were worried
about the carriage of children, their main concern
being that lorries delivered the children to the aircraft dispersal points, then left them amongst
moving vehicles and aircraft.
This was bad enough in the day-time, but at
night, it was a real headache and because of language difficulties, the pilots found it impossible to
issue a proper safety briefing. The children were
loaded into the Dakotas, 25 to 30 at a time, some
of the older children carrying younger ones, and
then were squashed onto the inward-facing seats
fitted along the side of the fuselage.
One pilot, Ray Corbett, of number 77 Squadron, found an amusing way of keeping the children occupied during their flight. He would invite

Douglas C-47 Sky Train of US 60th Troop Carrier Group bringing supplies into Berlin
Cont. on page 14
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three or four children at a time up to the cockpit where
his co-pilot had attached a pair of gloves to the control
wheel and inserted the heated windscreen de-icing
pipe causing the gloves to inflate. One can only imagine the look on the faces of the children as they entered
the cockpit to find two empty pilot seats and just a pair
of gloves gently following the adjustments to the controls via the autopilot.
Talking of Dakotas, a mention should be made of
their ability to carry loads that were supposed to be beyond their design capability. On one occasion a machine was inadvertently given a load meant for an Avro
York weighing some 11,500 pounds, instead of one of
5,500 pounds and although this had happened before,
the mistake had been spotted before take off, but not
this time.
The Dakota staggered into the air just clearing the perimeter fence and got airborne, by which time the problem had been identified. The pilot made a circuit of the
airfield then a safe but heavy landing, a fine tribute to
the strength and durability of the aircraft and a tribute to
the skill of the crew.
Another display of a pilot’s skill was on the 31st of
October 1948. when the Civil Avro Tudor Mk. V, GAKBY, was being prepared at Wunstorf (Civil aircraft
joined the airlift on 4th August). The pilot of G-AKBY
was Don Bennett (later Air Commodore Bennett) of
WW II Pathfinder fame. He had already postponed two
take-off slots due to bad weather and he and his crew
were in the crew room when the message came
through the weather had improved. They were given a
five-minute slot to get airborne so Bennett sent his crew
out to do the pre-flight checks and start up. Bennett,
having completed the paperwork, was then driven out

to the aircraft and while hurrying to climb aboard
he automatically glanced at the control lock on
the port elevator to check that it had been removed. It had, but unknown to him the starboard
elevator lock had not been removed, but more
importantly, it has not been fitted correctly either.
So when Don Bennett checked the full and free
movement by pushing and pulling the control column then turning the wheel to the left and right
prior to take-off, everything seemed correct.
However, soon after take-off the errant starboard
lock moved into the locked position, locking the
elevators. The Tudor, unable to climb or descend, was being coaxed round the Wunstorf circuit using the throttle and reverse use of the elevator trimming tabs. He had three abortive approaches, but managed to land at the fourth attempt. Landing overweight he burst the tyres,
finishing up in a cloud of smoke with the wheels
flattened to the rims, but he got away with It, just!
The Tudor was converted to a tanker for carrying diesel in the way that most of the Civil Lancaster’s, Halifax’s and Halton’s had been converted. Before continuing I would like to clarify
the difference between the Civil Halifax and the
Halton, for even reputable aircraft magazines and
well known authors get it wrong when they refer
to the Civil Halifaxs as Haltons.
The Civil Halifax was known as the Halifax Mk
VIII (later C-8). The S.O.E. were the first to exploit the cargo carrying potential of the Halifax
when they were used for dropping agents and
supplies into Occupied Europe during WWII.
Apart from experimental earlier marks, the Mk VI
was the first to be fitted with a large underbelly

Handley Page Halifax Mk VIII G-AIH being loaded with supplies
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freight pannier and still carried a rear turret. The Mk
VIII was similar to the Mk VI, but had the rear turret
removed and a fairing fitted in its place. This was
delivered to the Royal Air Force on the 9th June
1945. At the end of the war a batch of about 160
were sold to civil operators.
They were externally and identical to the military
machines with small round windows, eight on the
starboard side and seven on the port side, they also
retained the entrance hatch on the port side where
the fuselage wall meets the underbelly at a point
where normally the roundel would be. Some were
fitted with a few utility seats.

beginning with ’F’. The last two aircraft were sold
to the French.
To sum up; in the air the Halton was almost indistinguishable from the Mk VIII Halifax, but on the
ground the difference between the two aircraft was
obvious, for the perspex nose had been replaced
with a metal fairing and the cabin windows were
now square. In 1948, B.O.A.C. sold all their Haltons, some being bought by companies that used
them for the Berlin Airlift.
As the airlift progressed, Air Traffic Control were
overworked. The first block of the day was not

Top: Halifax C. Mk VIII not a true Halton
Centre: Formally Halifax C. Mk VIII PP244 with RAF Transport Command
Bottom: Falkirk , the first of twelve Haltons intended for British Overseas Airways
The Handley Page Halton.
British Overseas Airways Corporation purchased
14 Mk VIII Halifax’s from the Air Ministry, and after
returning them to Handley Page for structural alterations they went to Short Brothers In Belfast
where they were converted to full passenger status.
The interiors had the fuselage panels painted in
two-tone beige, while the Rumbold seats and carpets were B.O.A.C. blue. They were officially
named Halton by Lady Winster, wife of the then
Minister for Civil Aviation. She named G-AHDU
Falkirk and the remaining 11 planes all had names

too bad as it contained only aircraft taking off, but
the later blocks were a mixture of aircraft taxing,
taking off and landing. In fact, anyone watching
from places like Gatow or Tempelhof would witness an aircraft having just taken off climbing and
retracting its undercarriage, another aircraft turning
off the active runway having just landed, at the
other end an aircraft starting its takeoff run, while a
fourth was on short finals about a mile out. Any
aircraft overshooting would or could find themselves unable to slot back into the landing pattern
and would have to return to their departure point.
Cont. on page 16
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This might sound drastic, but it did happen sometimes. A third Airlift aerodrome, Tegel, once in the
French sector of Berlin, came into operation on 5th
November. Three air corridors were now set up,
each on being 20 miles wide with a height of 10,000
feet. Aircraft inbound for Berlin used either the north
or south corridor. The North started in the British
sector, the South started in the American zone. The
corridor length from Hamburg to Berlin was 117
miles, while that from Frankfurt was 216 miles long.
Also, there was a controlled zone of 20 miles radius
around Berlin.
To reduce the stress on the Air Traffic Controllers
(ATC), they were relieved every hour to allow them
to rest. The strain became so great that the RAF
had to recruit Royal Navy controllers. On 11th December 1948, at Gatow, in one hour 37 aircraft
landed and 17 took off, then in the next hour 21
landed and 37 took off, making a total of 112 movements in two hours. Gatow was the busiest airport
in the world at this time.
As mentioned earlier the French, who had heavy
commitments in Indo China, only had a few aircraft
involved in the Airlift and when their B-17’s and Dakotas had to be removed, only three JU-52’s remained. This was reduced to just one when two JU52’s collided with each other on the taxi track, destroying both machines. The French then withdrew
this one as it was not much use on its own, but they
still wanted to help, and seized an opportunity in December 1948.
The new Tegel airport opened in late November, but
before it could become fully operational, a 200 foot
radio tower, owned by the Soviets, had to be demolished as it posed a hazard to aircraft. The Soviets
were approached three times but never responded
so the French went round and blew it up! Fog
slowed movement down in November, but on the
25th of November, US Thanksgiving Day, 6116 tons
of supplies were airlifted into Berlin.

The bread was baked from American flour flown
in by the Airlift, but was wrapped up in a Soviet
controlled newspaper that carried the headline
‘Airlift Useless‘! Then a few weeks later, at 00:01
hrs 12th of May 1949, the blockade was lifted and
rail and road links to the city were reopened.
The airlift still continued, but was gradually reduced. On 1st of August 1949, the US airlift officially ended. On 10th of August Flight Refuelling
and South American Airways were withdrawn. On
15th of August operations flown from Wunstorf
ceased. On 16th of August, British Civil Aircraft
were all withdrawn. On 30th of September 1949, a
USAF C-54 Skymaster made the last flight of the
Airlift. On October the 15th 1949, Headquarters
Number 46 Group closed at Luneberg. And that
brought to an end the Berlin Airlift,
U.S.A.F. Operation ‘Vittles’
The aircraft types used were:
Douglas C-47, Douglas C-54, C-54D, C-54E and
C-54G Skymasters. Also, Douglas R-5D (US
Navy version of the C-54), Fairchild C-82 Flying
Boxcar, Douglas C-74 Globemaster, Boeing YC97A any Stratofreighter, Boeing WB-29 Super Fortress, operating out of Burtonwood Lancashire on
weather reconnaissance, also a B-17 Fortress on
weather reconnaissance, operating out of Wiesbaden.
One B-26 Invader*, flown by First Lieutenant
Don Butterfield of the 525th Fighter Squadron,
based at Neubiberg, was used to deliver Clarence
a baby camel, along with 7,000 pounds of candy
as a present for the children of Berlin.
*In 1947 all A-26 Invaders were re-designated B26 when the original B-26 Marauders were declared obsolete.
Total aircraft taking part: 689

The British civil aircraft, mostly tankers of Flight
Refuelling and Skyways continued the uplift of diesel fuel, and a Lancaster of Flight Refuelling, GAKDR piloted by Captain D Hanburey, carried the
100,000th ton flown into Berlin by the civil fleet. GAKDR completed 526 sorties, flew 1,472 hours and
airlifted 3,070 tons, a record for the airlift. On 16th
April 1949, known as General Tunner’s Easter Parade, a new record was set when 12,940 tons of
coal, food and other supplies was airlifted by 1,398
flights. This involved 3,946 take off and landings
plus 39,640 radio contacts, which equates to one
every four seconds during the 24-hour watch period.

U.S.A.F.
R.A.F.
British Civil

441
147
101

Total miles flown:

124 Million

Total tonnage lifted:

300,000

Total cost:

$350,000,000

Cont. on page 17
About this time a photograph appeared in a western newspaper of a pretty blonde haired girl, about
five years old, collecting her family’s bread ration.
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Casualties Military and Civilian Crews
U.S.A.F
R.A.F.
Civil Aircraft

Killed 24
Killed 15
Killed 22

Full details in the web edition of this DZ.

Epilogue
On 29 July 1949, a parade was held at Fassberg
in memory of those who gave their lives in the Berlin airlift with a fly past of three Hastings representing No’s 47, 53, and 297 Squadrons who had taken
part in the biggest airlift the world has ever seen.
An odd fact about the airlift was that many of the
aircrew involved, who only four to five years previously had been risking their lives in a huge effort to
destroy Berlin, were now risking their lives to save
the city.
No story about the Airlift would be complete without the tale of the ‘Candy Bomber’. He was a C-54
pilot named Lt. Gail S. Halvorsen who, when approaching he runway at Tempelhof, would get his
crew to drop candy and chocolates attached to little
parachutes made from old bed sheets and shirts.
These were pushed out through the flare chute to
the waiting children below.
Halvorsen’s room at Rheinmain became a production line for these miniature parachutes, with
willing helpers cutting the cloth and attaching the
candy. On the fortieth and fiftieth anniversary of
the Airlift, Gail Halvorsen returned to Berlin and became something of a celebrity.
The Airlift Gratitude Foundation
In 1959, the Mayor of Berlin, Willy Brandt,
formed a group to raise funds for those bereaved
by the Airlift. The group raised 1,626,000 Deutschmarks in the first two months to fund Higher Education for the children of those who gave their lives.
This foundation provided a total of 3.2 million DM in
1995 for academic grants.
Sources:
Pearcy A. ‘Berlin Airlift’ 1997, Airlife Publishing Ltd.
‘The Halifax File’ by Air-Britain and The Aviation
Archaeological Council
Scale Aircraft Modelling Vol 20 No.6 August 1998
Also, ‘Halifax’ by K.A.Merrick, Warpaint Series
No.46, and ‘Handley Page Halifax’ by Tony Buttler

The Various Phases of Harrington
Air Base
In September 1943, when the airfield at Harrington was nearing completion, it was realised that
there was no immediate use for it. Meanwhile, the
construction of the base at Desborough, about six
miles north east of Harrington, had run into problems.
Sitting on the hard-standing were 14 Wellington
Bombers and a number of Miles Martinet Target
Tugs that could not be used for lack of facilities.
No. 84 Operational Training Unit was grounded
and it looked as though that would be the case for
many months. Then someone had the bright idea
of using Harrington.
At the end of September 1943, a meeting took
place at Harrington between senior officers of the
USAAF and the RAF where agreement was
reached, and 84 OTU moved there in early November. At the end of November the official handover ceremony created RAF Harrington.
In March 1944, 84 OTU moved back to Desborough to make way for the Carpetbaggers and Harrington became Station 179 until July 1945.
In 1947, for about a year, it was once more occupied by the RAF and used as a Maintenance Depot. Then in 1959 it became 218 (SM) Sqdn. RAF
when three Thor Missiles were sited at Harrington.
When the Thor Missiles were removed in 1963
most of the airfield reverted to agricultural use
leaving only the three missile hard-standings and
two sections of perimeter track to indicate where
the once vast Station 179 had been. Another
small part of one aircraft dispersal point was preserved by the erection of the Carpetbagger Memorial in 1987 and that area is kept neat and tidy.
The main road that ran from the Amenities Area
on the Kelmarsh road, past the Headquarters
Block and through to the Fuel Dump at the Harrington road is slowly being reclaimed by nature.
So in a few years time there will only be the Carpetbagger Memorial to remind people that this
area of Northamptonshire was once home to the
801st/492nd Bombardment Group of The Mighty
Eighth.
Or will it? Not if the Environmentalists get their
way. It is now proposed to build a Wind Farm in
the area once occupied by the southern end of the
airfield. This will consist of eight 125 metre (400
feet) high wind turbines!
So sixty three years after the last B-24 took off
from Harrington, we may once more see threebladed propellers slicing through the air, but without the accompanying roar of the Pratt and Whitney engines.
F.W.
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Civil Airlift
Company
Air Contractors
Airflight
Airwork
Air Transport
Aquila Airways
British American Air Services
British Nederland Air Services
British South American Airways
BOAC
Bond Air Services
Ciros Aviation
Eagle Aviation
Flight Refuelling
Hornton Airways
Kearsley Airways
Lancashire Aircraft Corp.
Scottish Airlines
Silver City Airways
……….II…………..
Sivewright Airways
Skyflight
Skyways
Transworld Charter
Trent Valley Aviation
World Air Freight
Westminster Airways

Aircraft Type

Hours

3 Dakotas
2 Tudors, 1 Lincoln
2 Bristol Freighters
1 Dakota
3 Hythe Flying Boats
3 Halifax
1 Dakota
7 Tudor
3 Dakota
12 Halifax
2 Dakota
4 Halifax
12 Lancastrian
1 Dakota
2 Dakota
13 Halifax
2 Dakota, 3 Liberator
2 Bristol Freighter,
2 Bristol Wayfarer
1 Dakota
2 Halifax
3 Yorks, 5 Lancastrian
2 Vickers Viking
1 Dakota
3 Halifax
2 Dakota, 4 Halifax

Operation ‘Vittles’ USAF Units
Headquarters 1st Airlift Taskforce Wiesbaden.
7350th Air Base Gp. Tempelhof
Flt. A. Gatow Flt. B. Tegel
7150 AF Composite Wing,
Wiesbaden.
61st Troop Carrier,
Rhine.
317th Troop Carrier Wing,
Celle
50th Troop Carrier Wing,
Fassberg
60th Air Base
61st Air Base
317th Air Base
513th Airbase
313th Troop Carrier Sqn.
10th Troop Carrier Sqn.
12th Troop Carrier Sqn.
14th Troop Carrier Sqn.
61st Medical Group
VR6 Navy Transport Sqn.
VR8 Navy Transport Sqn.
332nd Troop Carrier Sqn.
331st Troop Carrier Sqn.
41st Troop Carrier Sqn.
39th Troop Carrier Sqn.
40th Troop Carrier Sqn.
29th Troop Carrier Sqn.
.
11th Troop Carrier Sqn.
47th Troop Carrier Sqn.
48th Troop Carrier Sqn.
53rd Troop Carrier Sqn.
15th Troop Carrier Sqn.

.Operation

1,066
2,669
218
562
700
1,985
230
6,972
224
6,424
930
2,470
11,609
301
679
8,767
1,513
210
619
87
105
7,347
322
504
1,212
2,314

Tonnage
1,376
8,416
370
742
1,409
4,462
276
22,125
294
17,131
1,177
7,303
27,114
397
888
16,413
3,174
324
896
116
276
23,488
415
665
3,703
4,343

‘Plainfare’ RAF Units

No. 10 Sqn. Douglas Dakota Mk C.IV
No. 18 Sqn. ……...…..II…………….
No. 24 Sqn. …………..II…………….
No. 27 Sqn. …………..II…………….
No. 30 Sqn. …………..II…………….
No. 40 Sqn.
Avro York C.1.
No. 46 Sqn.
Douglas Dakota Mk C.IV
No. 47 Sqn. Handly Page Hastings C.1.
No. 51 Sqn
Avro York C.1.
No. 53 Sqn
Dakota C.IV, H P Hastings
No. 59 Sqn. Avro York C.1.
No. 62 Sqn. Dakota C.IV
No. 77 Sqn.
…….II………
No. 99 Sqn.
Avro York
No. 201 Sqn. Short Sunderland G.R.V.
No. 206 Sqn. Avro York C.1.
No. 230 Sqn. Short Sunderland G.R.V.
No. 238 Sqn. Dakota C.IV
No. 242 Sqn. Avro York
No. 297 Sqn. Handly Page Hastings C.1.
No. 511 Sqn. Avro York C.1.
No. 235 O.C.U. Short Sunderland G.R.V.
No. 240 O.C.U. Dakota C.IV
No. 241 O.C.U. Avro York
No. 114 (MEDME) Detachment Dakota C.IV

Cont. on page 19
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Total Aircraft Taking Part:

689

USAF

441

RAF

147

British Civil

101

Total miles flown:

124 Million

Total tonnage lifted:

300,000

Total cost:

$350,000,000

Casualties Royal Air Force
19-09-1948
Avro York Ser. No. MW 288
Crashed on take-off Wunstorf, crew of 5 killed
17-11-1948
Dakota KP223
Crashed in Russian Zone near Lubeck, crew of 3 and
one passenger killed
24-01-1949
Dakota KN 491
Crashed near Lubeck, 2 crew injured, one killed and 7
German passengers also killed
22-03-1949
Dakota KJ 970
Crashed near Lubeck, crew of 3 killed
16-07-1949
Hastings TG611
Crashed on take-off Tegel, crew of 5 killed

Casualties Civil Airlift
23-11-1948
Lancastrian G-AHJW Flt. Refuelling
Crashed on hillside near Thruxton returning to base,
crew of 5 killed, also 3 passengers, two of whom were
pilots
15-01-1949
Lancashire Aircraft Corp.
6 ground crew killed while being transported to the dispersal area when vehicle collided with an RAF Hastings taxiing for take-off

hospital and later returned to British Zone. RAF salvage crew recovered the wreckage
01-06-1949
Halifax C-8 G-AKBJ Lancashire Aircraft Corp. Written off in crash-landing at Tegel, crew
survived with minor injuries
10-06-194
Halifax C-8 G-AITC World Air Freight
Crash-landing at Fuhlsbuttel seriously damaged aircraft, but crew survived with slight injuries
12-06-1949
Halifax C-8 G-ALBZ Lancashire Aircraft Corp. Written off in crash-landing at Tegel, crew
survived with minor injuries
19-06-1949
Avro York G-AHFI Skyways Ltd.
Crashed on take-off Wunstorf crew survived
26-06-1949
Lancastrian G-AHJW Flt. Refuelling
Caught fire on landing Gatow, crew survived with minor burns

Casualties USAF
09-07-1948
Two C-47 pilots and one US civilian killed (No further details)
25-07-1948
C-47 43-49534*
Crashed into apartment block in Berlin, crew killed
24-08-1948
Two C-47
Mid-air collision in thick fog over Ravolzhausen,
crews killed
02-10-1948
Fire truck in collision with C-54
Skymaster at Rheinmain, 1 killed
06-12-1948
C-54
Crashed on take-off at Fassberg, crew of 3 killed
11-12-1948
US Navy R5D
Crashed in Taunus Mountains, 1 of the 6 crew killed
07-01-1949
C-54
Crashed near 1 BAD Burtonwood, Lancashire, returning to England for maintenance, 6 crew killed

15-03-1949
Avro York G-AHFI Skyways Ltd.
Crashed on approach to Gatow, crew of 3 killed

14-01-1949
C-54
Crashed near Rheinmain, 3 crew killed

21-03-1949
Halifax C-8 G-AJZZ Lancashire Aircraft Corp. Struck high ground near Schleswigland, 3
crew killed, 1 injured

18-01-1949
C-54
Crashed near Fassberg, pilot killed

30-04-1949
Halifax C-8 G-AKAC World Air FreightCrashed Soviet Sector near Oranienburg, crew of 4
killed
10-05-1949
Lancastrian G-AKDP Flight Refuelling
Ltd. Forced landing in Soviet Zone near Ludwigslust,
pilot and crew minor injuries, treated in Russian

*The only aircraft number known
At the end of 1948 there had been 38 major accidents, and 21 minor accidents involving USAF aircraft.
In the 1st month of the Airlift in 1948 there were 27
various ground incidents involving RAF aircraft and
vehicles.

HARRINGTON AVIATION MUSEUMS
Off Lamport Road
Harrington
Northamptonshire
NN6 9PF

Phone: 01604 686608
Email: cbaggermuseum@aol.com

Arthur Bogusz
Former Carpetbagger and Flight Engineer on
B-24 Brer Rabbit
Arthur Bogusz first came to our attention at Harrington when his granddaughter, Ryan Yager, visited the museum in June, 2006. We subsequently
wrote an article about Ryan’s visit that appeared in The DropZone published in
September, 2006. As a result of this article, various people have been contacting Arthur and this has finally got him talking a little bit about his war-time
experiences.
Last summer Arthur received a letter from Dominique Soulier, son of Georges Soulier, who parachuted into France along with another agent named
Vaas, on the night of 2nd/3rd June, 1944. Dominique is sure that his father
travelled in Brer Rabbit, and Arthur has been invited to go to France, but he
doesn’t think he will be going. Dominique Soulier is associated with the Sussex Plan Museum in Hochfelden, France. Website www.plan-sussex-1944.net.

We have received a newspaper article
about Arthur from Ryan Yager and we
will publish that in the next issue of The
DropZone. Ryan also told us that on the
30th June, 2008 Arthur and his wife
Lorraine celebrated their 63rd wedding
anniversary.

Wer’e on the Web!
www.
harringtonmuseum.
org.uk

We send them our Very Best Wishes
and hope that they have many more
happy years together.

Arthur December 2007

Murder Most Fowl

On the night of June 3rd/4th 2008, barely 200 yards from the north end of
the main runway at Harrington, a terrible crime was committed. An intruder
came upon a family of six; mother, father and four children who were sleeping peacefully, and carried out a vicious attack.
The father put up a spirited defence that allowed his wife and three of the
children to make good their escape, but he was eventually killed along with
one of the children. The corpses were dragged into the field and carried
away.
The mother and her three children soon moved back to their habitat and
resumed their lives, but now with no one to look out for prowlers. I hope that
they all manage to survive until the children are fully grown and ready to
leave home.
But I fear that the crafty fox may yet return and carry off two more geese to
feed his family.

